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B4_E5_BA_A6_c72_109655.htm 英语试卷 PART Ⅰ Structure and

Vocabulary (20%) Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in

this part. For each sentence there are four choices marked A,B,C and

D. Choose the One answer that best completes the sentence. Then

blacken the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet with a pencil.

1. Alone in a deserted house, he was so busy with his research work

that he felt lonely. A. nothing but B. anything but C. all but D.

everything but 2. Not only working hard, but also she was very

polite. A. she was B. has she been C. was she D. had she been 3.It was

not until he entered the classroom he realized that he had forgotten

to do the homework. A. before B. when C. then D. that 4. Dress

warmly, you’ll catch cold. A. on the contrary B. or rather C. or else

D. in no way 5. is well known to us all, too much stress can cause

disease. A. Which B. What C. As D. It 6. I need that book badly. If

you go to the bookstore this afternoon, please remember a copy for

me. A. to have bought B. buying C. to buy D. having bought 7. I like

the city, but I like the country better I have more friends there. A. in

which B. in that C. in what D. that 8. The students expected more

reviewing classes before the final exams. A. there to being B. there

being C. for there to be D. there to be 9. She thinks easy to

understand a letter written in English. A. that B. which C. it D. what

10. People cannot but feel , for they simply cannot understand how

he could have made such a stupid mistake. A. puzzling B. puzzled C.
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